SITUATION UPDATE

Nepal Red Cross Society has finally signed an agreement with the NRA that will allow it to implement recovery programs in 16 earthquake affected districts. With the support of Red Cross/Red Crescent Movement partners, NRCS will implement its projects according to the Recovery Plan and based on 4 sectors PLUS 1. Shelter, WASH, Health, Livelihoods and Capacity Building. The agreement signed with the NRA will allow the Red Cross Movement to distribute cash grants for reconstruction to 6,000 households in 5 districts: Nuwakot, Okhaldhunga, Ramechhap, Rasuwa and Sindhuli, as shown on the following map.

KEY SECTORAL FIGURES

- **889** people reached with build back safer shelter trainings (mason trainings and PASSA)
- **3,385** people reached with health activities
- **11,647*** people reached with livelihoods activities
- **159** people reached with WASH trainings ceived access to safe water

* calculated as follows: 11,610=5*2,322 families provided with cash support, an additional 37 people participated in Cash for Work activities

OTHER KEY FACTS AND FIGURES

- **420** masons trained
- **2,359** families received cash support for seeds and tools
- **2,410** pregnant or lactating women received long lasting insecticidal nets
- **363** drinking water supply assessment conducted
- **265** volunteers involved in last month’s activities

DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS

**Bhaktapur:** District level CEA Planning planning completed
**Dhading:** W-WASH-CC were formed in 9 wards of Kalleri
**Gorkha:** Formation and reformation of V-WASH-CC
  - Detail assessment of Multipurpose Cash Grant
**Kabhrepalanchok:** Detail survey and design estimation of Chilaunepani Water supply system at Dolalghat Ward no. 3 and 4 (336 household will be assisted)
**Lalitpur:** PDM for cash support for seeds and tools completed
**Ramechhap:** Baseline Survey and WASH inventory completed
**Nuwakot:** Community Mobilization Lite Programme completed
**Data collection for Total Immunization Programme completed**
**Sindhuli:** Data collection for Total Immunization Programme completed
**Sindhupalchok:** Water resource mapping in 4 VDC

**Community engagement and accountability (CEA)**

1. 1130 hotline was launched
2. In consultation with districts and ERO management, CEA messages were finalized to communicate with the communities. These messages are around letting communities know about what we intent to do, ways to reach us and our commitment to the communities. Our statement of intent includes information on 4+1, shelter reconstruction grant in the districts number of houses we are planning to support, our working area and on what basis was that working area chosen.